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Dear Mr. Chairperson and all of distinguish Indigenous brothers and sisters, 

MENA.... 

On behalf of Murkele Organization, I like to thank you Voluntary Fund for inviting 
me again to attend the 21 5 1 session of working group on Indigenous Population. 
The latest conducive situation in Maluku are not showing and reflecting of the real 
and general condition that the conflict in Maluku have been ended and currently are 
being recovery time, but it is due to our consciousness which just only the victim of 
ambitious and political interest of Indonesian politician elites, corrupt capitalists 
bureaucracy and Indonesian military in Jakarta. 

Many Human Rights violation cases in Maluku that with intentional never shown up 
on even neglected from Indonesia and International community such as: Torturing, 
slaughtering, state terrorism directly or indirectly to Maluku Alifuru Indigenous 
people and still happened by now, but the perpetrators never been punished by law 
and their free go everywhere for creates insecure situation on others area. It is also 
involving the state through Indonesian military at field and its mercenaries. 

Base on the field data before and during the conflict, there are so many Human Rights 
violation cases that intentionally or not to involving the state instrument as a subject 
of the conflict that sacrificing and neglecting of Indigenous people rights on many 
ways by government or multinational corporation project both the Indonesian and 
foreign country such; Mining, fishery in case of massive fish catching by used 
trawlers, oil refinery monoculture timber plantation at the groups of island of the 
Maluku. 
The entire project were been implemented and some are still runs now, although in 
conflict situation those corporations get privileges and protected by Indonesian 
authority, meanwhile the projects given no advantages or benefits to Alifuru 
Indigenous people including women and children. 

The powerless condition of Indigenous to persisting and struggling theirs rights, 
moreover during the current unstable situation specially makes Alifuru Indigenous 
people that forcibly or forced to leaves out their properties (lands, houses, and 
belongings) and have not return yet. 
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